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Figure 4. 

 

  



Figure 5. 

 

 

 

  



Captions of Figures 

 

Figure 1. Possible positions of spherical solid particle at curved liquid-liquid interface representing 

particles preferentially wetted by aqueous phase (particle-stabilised O/W emulsions) (a) and by oil 

phase (particle-stabilised W/O emulsions), respectively (b), and position of a single spherical particle 

at a planar oil-water interface for a contact angle (し), measured through the aqueous phase (c), with し < 

90 °(left), = 90 ° (centre),  > 90 ° (right), respectively. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the possible fate of Pickering emulsions based as they traverse 

through the oral to gastrointestinal regimes based on in vitro digestion studies. For simplicity reason, 

spherical particle is shown as enzyme-responsive and rod-shaped particle is shown as enzyme-

unresponsive. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic showing particle fusion at the O/W interface by heat treatment, (a) with 

examples of relative barrier properties in modified starch-stabilised interface as a function of heat 

treatment (Reprinted with permission from [98, 107]), (b) and release of FFA in whey protein-microgel 

(WPM)-stabilised interface with/ without heat treatment (HT-WPM) as a function of duodenal digestion 

time (image redrawn with permission from [16]) (c). Insets in (b): (left) is a non-heat treated quinoa 

starch granule-stabilised droplet and (right) a heat treated droplet illustrating the creation of a partially 

gelatinized starch layer. Insets in (c): (left) is WPM-stabilised droplet with corresponding transmission 

electron micrograph (gray solid line – theoretical fit, solid circle – observed value) and (right) is Heat 

treated droplet (HT-WPM) with corresponding transmission electron micrograph (black dashed line, 

empty circle – observed value). 

 

Figure 4. Examples of anisotropic particles, rod-shaped (a), peanut shaped (b) and cubic-

shaped (c) with schematic, electron micrograph of the particles, arrangement of the particles at 



the interface and microstructure of the Pickering emulsion droplets stabilized by the respective 

anisotropic particles. Microscopic images of peanut- and cube-shaped particles and 

corresponding emulsion droplets are reprinted with permission from [119] and those of rod-

shaped particles are reprinted with permission from [120]. 

 

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the mathematical models applicable to the pathways relevant 

to surfactant-stabilised or particle-stabilised emulsions.  Under the assumptions or rapid 

adsorption/desorption of surface enzymes and permissible reduction in droplet size, equations (16) and 

(17) are relevant where short time digestion and subsequent asymptotic equilibrium are achieved.  

Where droplet size remains stable, i.e. Pickering emulsion, equation (9) is the appropriate route and 

where further equation (10) selection is required for rapid adsorption and where interfacial dynamics 

are included, equation (12) is appropriate.  Here it is notable that interfacial adsorption at short-times 

results in delayed digestion and that the large-time behaviour (in red) of both equations (10) and (12) 

are asymptotic. 

 


